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PRIVACY POLICY
1. Identification
The Easy Network Brazil, CNPJ 24,500,540 / 0001-01, headquartered at Rua Getúlio Vargas, 70 - 2nd floor,
Centro, Camboriú, Santa Catarina, respects your privacy and ensures the security of your personal
information.

2. Contact
Should the client require any further information, clarification or assistance regarding this Privacy Policy,
Network Easy Brazil offers SAC (Customer Service).

3. Personal Data Protection
The Easy Network Brazil presents to customers and / or site users i ts Data Protection Policy, so that
customers and / or users can decide freely whether they wish to provide their personal data that is
requested when it is performed a purchase order, one registration, participation in promotions, or any other
action developed Marketing.
The information determined as "personal data", refer to the following information: name; Address; email
address; Internet service provider; phone; and other personal information supplied by you or collected
about you, who follow the local legislation.
Personal data collected by Network Easy Brazil can be used internally and statistically, to obtain a better
profile of the users for improvement of the products and services. This information may be incorporated
into the electronic records of personal data, which the network Easy Brazil will be responsible. The Easy
Network Brazil will not sell rent or transfer your data to third parties.
For the protection of personal data and information acquired, the Network Easy Brazil, adopts means in
accordance with the legality, to prevent the loss, misuse, alteration, unauthorized access or improper
subtraction of personal data acquired. To ensure the necessary security, network Easy Brazil currently uses
this site SSL Security Certificate COMODO. This certificate ensures that all your personal data such as
shipping address, credit card data and order history, are never disclosed. This technology also prevents the
traffic information to be accessed by third parties. The Security Certificate ensures that the site is secure by
real-time assessment of potential vulnerabilities. Even if the network Easy Brazil adopt means and
additional security measures,
In turn, the client and or User guarantees that the personal data provided to Network Easy Brazil are true
and notify the network Easy Brazil changes in them and keep updating your data, in case of further use of
the site.
The use of personal data recorded by the Net Easy Brazil, will sole and exclusive purpose of providing a
personalized interaction with the user, that will determine your satisfaction with products and / or services

or contact you by e-mail, letter, SMS or phone, or in accordance with local law, use such means to inform
you about new products, services or promotions we may offer, directly or in directly; and the sending of
survey forms, and the Customer or User and is not obliged to answer.
The customer may request the Network Easy Brazil your database deletion at any time, which will lead not
to receive more information from the company and its products and services. Notwithstanding the above,
with formal request by any public authority or judicial, reasoned, Customer and User or authorizes Network
Easy Brazil forwarding the requested registration information, regardless of prior notice to you an d or User.
The Easy Network Brazil acquires information through cookies (small data files transferred from a website to
your computer disk). Cookies act as internal control navigation. Accepting the cookies can be enabled in the
configuration of your browser. Easy Network in Brazil use of cookies is just to recognize a repeat visitor and
improve the shopping experience.
Important to remember that, for the formalization of your order information is collected according to the
chosen mode of payment. After the completion of the service request, information such as the number of
your credit card and bank debit or authorization from are automatically deleted from our computers. You
will hold your purchase with confidence and tranquility.
The Easy Network Brazil reserves the right to modify this policy to adapt it to legislative or jurisprudential
changes, or relating to commercial practices. If there is any change, the Network Easy Brazil undertakes to
publish on your site, changes the terms of this document immediately.

